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Abstract: We report a patient-specific case of bicuspid aortic valve with fusion of right and left 

coronary leaflets (R-L type I BAV), moderate aortic valve deficiency and ascending thoracic aortic 

aneurysms (ATAA) who was treated by only ascending aorta replacement preserving the BAV. 

The flow eccentricity, the helicity intensity (h2), the circumferential time averaged wall shear stress 

(TAWSScirmferential), the cumulative viscous energy loss at the systolic peak (𝐸𝐿
′ ) and the pulse wave 

velocity (PWV) were calculated by combining 4D flow MRI and CFD analysis before (Stage I) 

and after (Stage II) the surgical procedure. CFD analyses assumed rigid walls, a non-Newtonian 

behavior for the blood and MRI measured patient-specific blood flow profiles as inlet boundary 

conditions. Stage II results showed suppression of recirculation in the ascending aorta, loss of jet 

flow impingement onto the aortic wall, maximum TAWSScircumferential decrease (from 6.69 Pa in 

Stage I to 6 Pa in Stage II), reduction of flow helicity (from 10.97 in Stage I to =8.47 in Stage II) 

and 𝐸𝐿
′  (from 15.8 mW in Stage I to 11.2 mW in Stage II). However, Floweccentricity and PWV were 

found higher in Stage II due to the diameter reduction (Floweccentricity=0.60 in Stage I and 

Floweccentricity=0.91 in Stage II; PWV=3.80 m/s in Stage I m/s and PWV=9.37 m/s in Stage I).  

Our work has permitted to compute for the first time the hemodynamic alterations obtained after 

restoration of normal ascending aorta and sinotubular junction geometry even preserving an R-L 

type I BAV with still acceptable function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
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Bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is the most common congenital heart defect affecting 0.5–2% of 

general population and it is responsible for an increased risk of developing aortic valve and 

ascending thoracic aorta complications. Aortopathy with possible ascending thoracic aortic 

aneurysm (ATAA) formation and dissection accounts for the elevated cardiovascular mortality of 

patients with BAV (Hiratzka et al., 2010).  

In case of normal or functionally acceptable BAV and supracoronary ATAA it remains under 

debate whether the aneurysm repair with restoration of sinotubular junction is itself the optimal 

surgical correction or the BAV prophylactic replacement is required (Hiratzka et al., 2010; 

Nishimura et al., 2014). 4D flow MRI studies have shown that BAV patients can have drastically 

altered hemodynamics with increased peak velocity, increased wall shear stress (WSS) and 

increased energetic load placed on the left ventricle. This altered hemodynamics has been related 

to aortopathy through mechanical weakening of the aortic wall. It is also known that patients with 

dilated ascending thoracic aorta, but with physiologically normal aortic valve, exhibit alterations 

in 3D aortic blood flow patterns such as enhanced helix or vortex flow, jet flow impingement and 

increased WSS (Barker et al., 2012; Bürk et al., 2012; Condemi et al., 2017). 

BAV patients with dilated aorta may present a dilemma as their altered aortic hemodynamics may 

result from both the valve and the dilation, with no clue on how each lesion contributes to the 

effects.  

We report a patient-specific case of R-L type I BAV with moderate aortic valve deficiency and 

ATAA who was treated by only ascending aorta replacement preserving the BAV. We used a 

combination of 4D MRI and computer fluid dynamics (CFD) models to show that a positive 

hemodynamic outcome can still be obtained in this patient only by reestablishing the normal 

ascending aorta geometry through aneurysm repair. 

Materials and methods 
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The case study is a 59-year-old patient who presented R-L type I BAV, moderate aortic valve 

insufficiency and a 6.03 cm×5.95 cm ATAA (Figure 1). The patient underwent supracoronary 

ascending aorta replacement with a 32 cm Dacron polyester fabric graft and native aortic valve  

preservation (David et al., 2002).  

We combined the use of 4D flow MRI and CFD analysis (with rigid walls) due to their unique 

complimentary advantages and limitations. Validated CFD models allow accurate analysis in terms 

of high temporal and spatial resolution which is particularly important to properly estimate the wall 

shear stress distribution. On the other hand, 4D flow MRI directly measures in vivo the 3D blood 

flow velocities independently of boundary conditions (Bürk et al., 2012; Condemi et al. 2017).  

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University Hospital Center of 

Saint-Etienne. After providing informed consent, the patient was scanned before the surgery (Stage 

I) and 3 months after the surgery (Stage II) on a 3T MR scanner (Siemens Magnetom Prisma) 

without contrast agent (Strecker et al., 2012). The 4D flow MRI data analysis and visualization 

was performed using the cvi42® prototype 4DFlow module  (cmr42, Circle Cardiovascular 

Imaging Inc., Calgary, Canada) (Childs et al., 2011).  

CFD analyses were performed using patient-specific blood flow profiles as inlet boundary 

condition (BC), velocity waveforms as outlet BCs at the apico-aortic vessels and a Windkessel 

model as BC at the descending aorta (Morbiducci et al., 2013; Youssefi et al., 2017). A tetrahedral 

mesh was built and mesh independency of the solution was reached for element size of 1 mm 

corresponding to a relative error in terms of velocity and pressure smaller than 2%. The flow was 

assumed laminar, the aortic wall rigid, the blood incompressible and non-Newtonian  according to 

the Carreau-Yasuda model (Shibeshi and Collins, 2005). The solution was obtained with Ansys 

Fluent v17.2 using the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE), a second-

order interpolation scheme and a second-order upwind interpolation. A second order implicit time 
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advanced scheme was used as transient-time solver and a time step of 1ms was chosen. Three 

cardiac cycles were simulated. The convergence of the solution was assessed for residual errors 

below 10-3 (Condemi et al. 2017). After deriving blood flow pathlines at systole from CFD analysis, 

the following quantities were derived across the ascending thoracic aorta: the flow eccentricity 

(Floweccentricity, 0 indicates that the flow is centrally distributed with respect to the vessel centerline, 

and 1 indicates that the flow is eccentric and impinges against the vessel walls), the helicity 

intensity (h2), the circumferential time averaged wall shear stress (TAWSScircumferential) and the 

cumulative viscous energy loss at the systolic peak (𝐸𝐿
′ ). The pulse wave velocity (PWV) was 

calculated from the 4D MRI (Allen et al., 2013; Condemi et al., 2017; Gallo et al., 2012; 

Morbiducci et al., 2008; Sigovan et al., 2011).   

 

Results 

Stage I. 4D flow MRI and CFD analyses show Floweccentricity in the region of the bulge and 

downstream the region of the aneurysm. Floweccentricity in the mid ascending thoracic aorta was equal 

to 0.6 indicating the offset of the highest velocity flow away from the aortic centerline and blood 

flow impingement against the antero-lateral wall of the ascending thoracic aorta with a velocity 

peak of 1.65 m/s (Figure 2A & Figure 2B). TAWSS peak calculated from the CFD analysis was 

extended in the antero-lateral region of the aortic wall with a maximum value of 6.69 Pa (Figure 

2C). Results also show h2 value equals to 10.97. Recirculation regions are visible in the most dilated 

part of the ascending thoracic aorta. The 𝐸𝐿
′  was of 15.8 mW and the PVW of 3.80 m/s. 

Stage II. A significant decrease of h2 was found with the maximum value equals to 8.47. 

Recirculation regions were removed from the proximal part of the ascending thoracic aorta, but 

other regions of moderate recirculation appeared in the distal part just after the graft suture (Figure 

3A & Figure 3B). The major effect is a dramatic reorientation of velocity vectors in the aortic root. 
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Whereas velocity vectors made an angle of about 45° with the aortic centerline before the surgery, 

they recovered a direction nearly parallel to the centerline after the surgery. Consequently, 𝐸𝐿
′  was 

decreased to 11.2  mW after surgical repair. 

The analysis also revealed unevenly distributed blood flow due to the presence of the BAV. The 

peak of velocity in the middle region of the graft (1.83 m/s, Figure 3A & Figure 3B) was increased 

due to the reduction of diameter. Floweccentricity was of 0.91. High TAWSS equals to 6 Pa was found 

in the region after the nozzle where helical flow was developed (Figure 3C). Moreover, the 4D 

MRI showed an increase of the PVW (9.37 m/s). 

 

Patient follow-up information 

Six months after surgery, the patient was in class NYHA I (No limitation of physical activity). The 

follow-up echocardiography found an excellent left ventricular function, a trivial aortic 

insufficiency in the absence of aortic valve gradient and a good restoration of the synotubular 

junction diameter. 

 

Discussion 

BAV is a really complex spectrum of congenital heart defect and in a wider way it should be 

considered as a possible expression of the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) defects. Nearly 

35% of BAV patients develop aortic valve and ascending aortic pathologies. The correlation 

between BAV phenotype and ATAA patterns is very complex and has led to formulate two main 

theories: the genetic and the hemodynamic one. The latter is recent and has benefited from 4D flow 

MRI studies which have shown how even normally functioning BAV have abnormal transvalvular-

flow patterns that cause regional increase of aortic WSS. Further, it has been possible to correlate 

BAV phenotype and different patterns of WSS distribution so that in the right-left cusp fusion BAV 
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(R-L type I BAV), the flow is directed to the right anterior wall of the ascending aorta resulting in 

dilatation of this portion, while, in BAV with right-non coronary fusion (R-NC type I BAV), the 

flow is directed to the posterior wall resulting in proximal aortic arch dilatation. The change of 

TAWSS may have effects on cells which would deserve further dedicated study (Davies, 2009; 

Humphrey, 2002; Michel et al., 2018). 

In this paper we showed a case where moderately deficient BAV were not replaced during the 

ATAA repair. Despite the persistence of aortic valve deficiency, the classical positive 

hemodynamic outcomes of supracoronary ascending aorta repair was still observed with a partial 

suppression of recirculation, loss of jet flow impingement onto the aortic wall, reduction of helicity 

intensity and 𝐸𝐿
′ . Some of these positive hemodynamic outcomes related to geometric 

modifications of the ascending thoracic aorta were earlier reported by different authors but this 

unique case allow us to evaluate the real contribution on aortic hemodynamics of the restoration of 

normal ascending aorta geometry in presence of unchanged R-L type I BAV  (Allen et al., 2013).  

Previous studies comparing bicuspid and tricuspid aortic valve patients after valve sparing aortic 

root replacement observed that abnormalities in aortic hemodynamics is not strictly related to the 

BAV phenotype but is more related to aortic blood flow and hemodynamics (Markl et al., 2005). 

According to these results, we submit that significant hemodynamic improvements could be 

expected also in other cases of ATAA. Most of the hemodynamic corrections can be explained by 

the reorientation of velocity vectors, as the inclination of velocity vectors is a major determinant 

of altered hemodynamics in dilated ascending thoracic aortas.  

However, persistence of the BAV morphology did not permit to have significant changes of 

Floweccentricity at Stage II. The flow jet related to the BAV morphology persisted, but its 

impingement onto the wall was removed. We also found an increase in postoperative velocities 

due to the smaller diameter of the Dacron aortic graft. In addition, as previously discussed by 
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others, 4D MRI showed an increase of PWV due to the decreased graft compliance compared with 

the aortic wall. This reduced elasticity may trigger end-organ damage due to peripheral 

hypertension. Reduction of the blood flow in the vascular bed during diastole due to the decreased 

Windkessel effect was also reported (Allen et al., 2013). These negative effects due to different 

mechanical properties of Dacron grafts used for ATAA correction still need to be investigated 

further and their clinical significance need to be evaluated versus the positive effects mentioned 

previously.   

Limitations. In this study, the aortic walls were assumed rigid considering that the relatively stiff 

walls in the region of interest (ATAA) make their motion be rather small. We plan to achieve 

further analysis of these effects. 

Direct numerical simulations (DNS) would be required to properly resolve turbulence. However, 

it was previously reported that the TAWSS distribution between high resolution (HR) and Normal 

Resolution (NR) simulations is comparable (Valen-Sendstad and Steinman, 2014).  

 

Conclusion 

It is still unclear how the thoracic aorta deranged hemodynamics may play a role in the 

pathogenesis of the aortic dilatation. Therefore, a better understanding of ascending aortic 

hemodynamics related to BAV could help clinicians for developing further personalized risk 

assessment for aortic complications in BAV patients. The unique combination of 4D flow MRI and 

CFD is a promising tool to contribute to this goal. It has permitted to compute for the first time the 

hemodynamic alterations obtained after restoration of normal ascending aorta and sinotubular 

junction geometry even preserving an R-L type I BAV with still acceptable function. As up to 2% 

of the population is affected by BAV, similar clinical cases should be analyzed in the future to 

complete and validate the very unique observations reported in the current case study. 
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Figures Legends 

Figure 1. Lateral view of the ATAA 3D model (A); axial view of the ATAA (B). 

 

Figure 2. Stage I: pathlines and velocity distribution in the region of the dilatation obtained, 

respectively, from the 4D MRI data (A) and the CFD study (B); TAWSS distribution obtained from 

the CFD study. The dashed line shows the highest TAWSS which was found in the antero-lateral 

region of the aortic wall with a maximum value of 6.69 Pa (C).  

 

Figure 3. Stage II: pathlines and velocity distribution along and downstream the prosthesis 

obtained, respectively, from the 4D MRI data (A) and the CFD study (B); TAWSS distribution 
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obtained from the CFD study. The dashed line shows the highest TAWSS which was found in the 

region after the nozzle with a maximum value of 6 Pa (C). 

 

Table 

Table 1. Pre-operative and post-operative results 

 
Floweccentricity 

[4D MRI] 

Floweccentricity 

[CFD] 

h2 
TAWSScircumferential 

[Pa] 

𝑬𝑳
′  

[mW] 

PVW 

[m/s] 

Stage  I 0.67 0.60 10.97 6.69 15.8 3.80 

Stage II 1.00 0.91 8.47 6.00 11.2 9.37 

 

TAWSScircumferential was calculated, respectively, in the region of the bulge for Stage I and 

downstream the prosthesis for Stage II. 
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